Understanding WPF
Overview
There are many things that arise in programming where I have, retrospectively, felt that some
background idea of what was happening would have significantly helped my coding endeavours.
WPF is but one of them.
Very simply, the coding of a WPF window provides an easy way of telling the underlying
implementation logic of various host containers, how, you as a programmer, want your screen to
look, in terms of Control Positioning (absolute, relative and proportionality).
The logic to do all this simply requires you to use the System.Windows namespace.
Relative control positioning is achieved by absolute positioning of controls on some “Container”, the
simplest being a Canvas. Other “Containers” exist, allowing defined (rather than absolute)
positioning of controls. For this MS uses a “Class Function” which we’ll address later.
Containers can host other Containers.
Proportionality is achieved by the underlying implementation logic using vector graphics (the
simplest way).
WPF includes a “mini language” which enables the drawing of virtually anything you wish, and you
can add it to any container in just the same way as controls are added (as “children”).
Since we are dealing with a Physical screen, we must have some concrete presentation ratio. WPF
uses 96 dpi. Fonts are generally rendered at 72dpi.
The exact on-screen positioning of host containers and hosted controls cannot be determined until
the underlying implementation logic has done its job – i.e., rendered the layout. This means that
there must be “place holders” waiting for entries to be added. Whilst in their uninitialized state such
“place holders” are set as “NaN” (Not a Number). Generally, when set, they will become a double.
It is worth remembering that WPF was what I would call “logic technology” that was not written
specifically for .Net. This means you may find fields, methods and coding techniques that have little
relevance in a .Net environment.
During the time taken to calculate the layout of a WPF window we are effectively looking a very
short time ahead which will be followed by a very short time period of calculation. We are talking
time periods measured at most in micro-seconds, far shorter than anything we could differentiate
visually during on screen rendering.
With that broad, somewhat ad hoc, overview, I will firstly describe what these “containers” are and
can do, then I’ll try to take you through a more structured insight into how the underlying logic can
be instructed to combine it all to give a WPF window looking just the way you want.
I hope that you will then see WPF as being easier to understand and therefore code, than it looks on
the surface.

Available Containers
WPF introduces a new and alternative OO language to C#, which can be used – XAML. Subjectively, it
may be easier to read and/or write. But, for those not yet familiar with it, I would advise forget it in
the early learning stages.
By far the most important aspects to concentrate on are the WPF Presentation capabilities.
There are essentially two types of “Container” – containers being areas of screen into which
controls, including sub-containers, can be arranged. They are, in my terminology, Static Containers
in which controls will be located in a position dictated by the programmer, and Dynamic Containers
in which controls are dynamically positioned and include extra in-built functionality in the process.
These latter controls are, in WPF, derived from the Panel class and will have Panel somewhere in
their names.
The containers available (.Net 4.5) are:
•
•
•
•

Canvas
Grid
Dock Panel
Stack Panel

Being areas of screen, each of these containers cab be cleared of content, re-filled with new content
and have their background colour changed (including being made transparent because WPF includes
true transparency).
All of this is done consistently with obvious function names using dot Notation.
Content of these containers is controlled in a consistent and immediate sequential way: firstly add
the content as a child of the Container, then using the Class Function setting its position.

The Canvas
The Canvas, the simplest of the containers, is the easiest to use as an example (in C#).
Canvas MyCanvas = new Canvas();
// Add Controls say TextBlock
TextBlock tb = new TextBlock();
// set tb Text, Font, Foreground and Background
//Now add to MyCanvas
MyCanvas.children.Add(tb);
// Now immediately set tb position on screen using a Class Function
// Canvas has four: SetTop(), SetLeft(), SetBottom() and SetRight()
Canvas.SetTop(tb, 0); which means set the top of the Control (tb) at 0 pixels distant from top of
container.
Canvas.SetBottom(tb, 20); which means set the Bottom of the Control (tb) at 20 pixels distant
(above) the bottom of the container.

And so on.
It should be clear that all the programmer has to do is ensure that the container is of sufficient size
to accommodate controls so they are readable on screen.
All container code follows the same principle, so understand one and you’ve understood them all.

The Grid
The Grid is perhaps the most versatile of the containers allowing sub-containers and/or controls to
be hosted in a Grid. It is also, arguably, the most difficult to understand but nevertheless adheres to
the same principles as other containers.
Rows and Columns must be added to the grid on a Row/Column number basis, numbered from left
of screen and zero based. Instead of using the term Children as with the Canvas class, Rows and
Columns are differentiated by RowDefinition class and a ColumnDefinition class
Firstly we must add the Row and Column Definitions to the Grid.
MyGrid.RowDefinitions.Add();
MyGrid.ColumnDefinitions(Add);
This now allows controls to be placed in the grid by the Grid class function.
In the same way as for Canvas above:
MyGrid.Children.add(tb);
Grid.SetRow(tb, 5);
Grid.SetColumn(tb, 3);

The Dock Panel
This is what I would call a Dynamic Container. It provides an area of screen in which controls or subcontainers can be serially added and docked to the Top, Bottom, Left or Right using the Class
Functions Dock.Top(), Dock.Bottom(), Dock.Right() and Dock.Left().

The Stack Panel
This, too, is what I would call a Dynamic Container. It provides an area of screen in which controls or
sub-containers can be serially added to a stack. The stack itself may be orientated horizontally or
vertically.

Mini Language
WPF includes a mini-Language, which is essentially 2-D Geometry. It allows anything geometrical you
could draw on a piece of paper to be added to a Container.
One of the simplest things is a line. The code for this is self-explanatory:
Line ln = new Line();
ln.X1 = double value // distance in Pixels from Left of Container
ln.Y1 = double value // distance in Pixels from Top of Container
ln.X2 = double value
ln.Y2 = double value
Stroke, Stroke Thickness, Line Caps and other Line features can be programmed as desired.
The Line can then be added to the container just as any other control.

A word on Designers
Visual Studio includes designers for WPF, but personally I would suggest newcomers to WPF should
not use them. Code and understanding is by far the easiest route in.
This is a personal and subjective opinion.
The reason I would give is that WPF requires interdependent code, which in operation, is separated
in both time and space. Inevitably this requires a mental picture in 3-Dimensions of what is going on.
Trying to put this into a 2-D designer must result in something difficult to use.

